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MERGER AND ACQUISITION DUE DILIGENCE PART II—THE DEVIL IN THE DETAILS

James A. Sherer; Taylor M. Hoffman, Kevin M. Wallace, Eugenio E. Ortiz & Trevor J. Satnick


I. INTRODUCTION

[1] Our prior scholarship examined the legal and technical challenges involved in modern Merger & Acquisition (“M&A”) due diligence practices associated with transactions (“Deals”), given recent but steady advances in technology and related increases in sophistication seen in Deal participants—primarily the organizations or assets targeted (the “Targets”) as part of the Deal, and the organizations that pursued and/or resulted from the Deal (the “Acquirers”). We then proposed a framework addressing five particular verticals of interest and concern: data privacy (“DP”), information security (“IS”), e-Discovery, information governance (“IG”), and the due diligence and record keeping associated with the Deal itself (“Deal Information”) (collectively, the “Framework”). We also provided a pricing model (using existing, publicly-available information) and hypothesized that service providers might work with attorneys to address the Framework’s considerations. Finally, we proposed follow-up research
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which would solicit the participation of service providers within the IG and e-Discovery spaces, providing those service providers with the original research as well as the fact patterns contained within the paper.¹

[2] Using our prior research and our proposal, we formulated a two-prong approach to this second step:

(1) We would research and define the particulars of the services we wished to propose within the Framework to accommodate an analysis of the verticals.

(2) We would craft a survey that we would present to service providers to garner their thoughts, and determine whether and how—even if not publicized as such—these services were already being performed.

[3] We believed meaningful feedback from approximately ten service providers to be sufficient. To that end, we sent out a total of two hundred fifty invitations to a variety of service providers primarily within the IG and e-Discovery spaces, promising anonymity if desired for the participants. We were pleased to receive answers from twenty-five of those firms, and evaluated both the raw data and the narrative portions of the service provider responses. We present both the results of our research and the responses to the survey in this paper, and provide a further explanation of those issues presented by common structured data sources within due diligence that we developed as part of our analysis. We subsequently conclude that, while the market for the application of the Framework is not yet mature, it is ripe to provide these services and, thus, add significant value in Deals.

A. Summarizing the Prior Research

[4] When examining then-current M&A practices in the face of new technological trends, we determined that—while the literature and case law were sparse—we could draw conclusions from some definitive trends. The literature noted the issues associated with DP, IS, e-Discovery, and IG— but more commonly described or mentioned them as exceptions to the rule. The theme that emerged, however, was that some combination of some (or all) of those topics might be exceedingly important—or even crucial—for the success of a particular deal. Conversely, treating the issues singly—or not at all—could lead to inefficiencies or non-compliance with court orders and regulatory guidance.

[5] We concluded that a preferable strategic framework would integrate all four verticals (plus the due diligence and record keeping associated with the Deal) into one plan and provide additional data points for what these types of transactions truly cost. We searched for one. We did not find one. So we proposed one:

---


3 Sherer et al., supra note 1, at ¶ 10–11.
Practitioners could then build out these inter-related parts with general and industry or practice-specific checklists that they would subsequently evaluate in the context of the Deal’s due diligence—understanding that many issues would not be present, but that the evaluation would still provide value in those instances. This evaluation led to an appreciation that a due diligence Framework addressing these verticals was anything but a one-size-fits-all approach. We concluded that both size and complexity mattered when determining how applicable certain aspects of the Framework would actually work. And with those caveats, we also outlined what we thought the next steps of our analysis would be.4

4 *Id.* at ¶ 126.
B. Researching the Current-Current State of Law and Practice

1. Changes in Law and Regulatory Guidance

[7] Overall, the current law is much the same as we observed in our previous article. However, there has been some additional focus on areas within Deal practice that touches on the Framework, one of its component parts, or some of the techniques proffered by IG and e-Discovery service partners. Towards the very end of 2014, the U.S. Department of Justice (“D.O.J.”) issued Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (“FCPA”) Release 14-02 which addressed an inquiry on behalf of a “multinational company headquartered in the United States.” Of particular note to our proposed Framework, FCPA Release 14-02 addressed a specific part of the inquiry: the section that highlighted the multinational’s “pre-acquisition due diligence of the Target” which uncovered “weaknesses in accounting and recordkeeping” associated with the Target’s pre-Deal practices. In this instance, the multinational had engaged an “experienced forensic accounting firm . . . to carry out the due diligence review” which included a focus on “identifying, among other things, potential legal and compliance concerns at the Target.”

[8] FCPA Release 14-02 also underscored the enquiring multinational’s proposed strategy to take “several pre-closing steps to begin to remediate the Target Company’s weaknesses prior to the planned closing,” and the D.O.J. ultimately determined that it did not “intend to take any enforcement action with respect to pre-acquisition bribery Seller

---


6 Id. at 1 (emphasis added).

7 Id. at 2.
or the Target Company may have committed.”8 While the D.O.J.’s determination did not primarily rely on the due diligence performed regarding the recordkeeping practices, the D.O.J. did encourage “companies engaging in mergers and acquisitions to . . . conduct thorough risk-based FCPA and anti-corruption due diligence.”9 In our view, FCPA Release 14-02 adds to the growing literature associated with recordkeeping and records management diligence generally. Interestingly, FCPA Release 14-02 also noted that, despite focusing the diligence in part on “legal” compliance, the use of an “experienced forensic accounting firm” seemed to pose no difficulty.10

[9] In August of 2015, the U.S. Federal Trade Commission’s (“FTC”) Bureau of Competition published its Best Practices for Merger Investigations.11 Here, the FTC also discussed the Second Request context, and specifically highlighted “sophistication in the use of electronic discovery and search techniques.”12 At least one other practitioner noted this as supporting the use of e-Discovery and other disciplines’ advances within the M&A context.13 This supports IG and e-Discovery service partner contentions about the services they provide, and

8 Id. at 2–3.

9 Id. at 3.

10 DOJ RELEASE 14-02, supra note 5 at 2.


12 Id. at 1.

how those service partners and other practitioners believe that the type of analytics and review methods they employ make sense in a variety of different contexts.14

[10] These considerations, in turn, present an additional issue associated with the uses of practicing attorneys when dealing with due diligence issues: privilege. The two-fold question as suggested in the prior article, and one that has attracted some attention in the literature, is: (1) whether attorneys are required to perform or supervise some parts of the due diligence Framework as presented (e.g., the legal hold component and perhaps some of the data privacy work); and (2) whether attorneys should perform or supervise some of that work, if only to impart privilege to certain segments of the due diligence process. FCPA Release 14-02 does not support the former and does not address the latter; the FTC’s Best Practices addresses neither.

[11] But a few commentators have found that there is privilege associated with the diligence of the transaction depending on how information is shared.15 One author explicitly focused on the concept of common interest as a protection against third-party litigation; without attorneys practicing as attorneys being involved at some level, any similar assertion of privilege would seem to be unavailing.16 Related decisions also make note of another issue raised in the Framework: that of diligence


16 See Slinkard, supra note 15, at 12.
related to legal hold material and supporting information governance regarding the Deal itself, where one court emphasized a “seller’s failure to request that its premerger attorney-client privileged communications be segregated until after the buyer brought the suit—a year after the merger became effective.” Finally, IT issues require an understanding “from a legal and technical perspective how the IT systems of the two companies will work together and factor these considerations into the M&A process early on.”

2. Publicized Third-Party Practices and Advertising

Some third-party service providers have already publicized listings of the services they would provide in the Deal context. For example, Kroll Ontrack’s team indicated that it would provide a variety of related services, which include using e-Discovery technology to “make short work of huge data sets both collecting, filtering and analysing data to get to the key information as quickly as possible” and providing an analysis of “potential risks or . . . a clean bill of health” which would lead to “informed decisions” about the Deal. Less explicitly, Xerox states that it offers managed review services, staffed with “highly qualified [and] vetted attorneys” to “provide expertise in: . . . [m]erger and acquisition/divestiture due diligence support.”

17 Id. (citing Great Hill Equity IV, LP v. SIG Growth Equity Fund I, LLP, 80 A.3d 155, 156 (Del. Ch. 2013)).
18 Tchajkov, supra note 15.
Third-party service providers have already developed a mature M&A practice to assist attorneys and clients with responding to the Hart-Scott-Rodino Second Requests (“Second Requests”) discussed in FCPA Release 14-02 and the FTC’s Best Practices above, where the FTC or the D.O.J.’s Antitrust Division request additional information on a proposed merger or acquisition. These inquiries are considered to be “some of the highest pressure, shortest turnaround, and deepest impact eDiscovery projects possible.” In the context of these Second Requests, another vendor described its available “[d]edicated project managers experienced with intricate mergers and acquisitions that involve domestic and international collections, processing, consultation, hosting, and production.” Still another service-provider administered the following activities in the context of requests for information when responding to a European Commission Phase II Investigation:

(a) Assessing the likely complexity and cost of the data retrieval exercise, to support efforts to reduce the scope of an RFI.
(b) Assisting internal IT teams in the collation and collection of the data requested
(c) Ensuring this data is stored securely and processed quickly
(d) Providing analytical tools to check documents are relevant to the request and do not fall under privilege


Working in a timely fashion to ensure the request for information deadline is met.\textsuperscript{24}

These services could also be provided in the absence of a Second Request governmental inquiry.

3. Current Considerations Regarding the Practice of Law

[14] Following an examination of what considerations might be important for modern due diligence practices within these verticals—and given advertised services in these areas—questions remain as to who would perform what services and how attorney direction is best provided or incorporated. This leads to an evaluation of whether certain of the DP, IS, e-Discovery, and IG tasks should—or must—always be performed by or at the direction of attorneys.

[15] One question raised regarding the practice of e-Discovery managed document reviews was whether that third-party vendor’s oversight and employment relationship of temporary, licensed attorneys constituted the practice of law for the third-party vendor.\textsuperscript{25} The practice of law is governed by state law, and many states consider “the exercise of some legal judgment an essential element of the practice of law.”\textsuperscript{26} There has

\textsuperscript{24} Jones, \textit{supra} note 19.

\textsuperscript{25} See \textit{FAQ, PERCIPIENT} (last visited Jan. 31, 2016), https://percipient.co/managed-document-review, archived at https://perma.cc/E7JW-GXRE (“Managed Review Services” or “Managed Document Review” is the activity that “occurs when an outside firm or vendor manages a document review project on behalf of a party engaged in litigation or subject to a subpoena…”).

\textsuperscript{26} \textit{Lola v. Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP}, 620 Fed. App’x. 37, 44 (2d Cir. 2015).
been some consideration of this within the District of Columbia, where the D.C. Court of Appeals Committee on Unauthorized Practice of Law (the “Committee”) examined the practice of law in connection with the work done by legal staffing services,27 “contract attorneys,”28 and “discovery service committees.”29 Through these decisions, the Committee first determined that legal staffing services could provide services as long as:

(1) An attorney with “an attorney-client relationship with the prospective client . . . select[s] the temporary attorney;”

(2) The temporary attorney is “directed or supervised by a lawyer . . . represent[ing] the client; and”

(3) The staffing company “does not otherwise engage in the practice of law within the meaning of Rule 49 . . . or attempt . . . to supervise the practice of law by the attorneys it places.”30


30 Permissible Conduct, supra note 27.
[16] The Committee further determined that practitioners whose work is essentially the “review of documents for potential relevance or potential privilege, where the ultimate decision to assert the privilege and produce or not produce the document will be made by someone else,” while were performing “the same basic function as a paralegal,” however, if the person performing the work is billed out as and identified as an attorney, the person “must be a member of the D.C. Bar.” Finally, service providers were prohibited from advertising and performing legal services under the auspices of the service providers’ corporate structures because that activity conflicted with the Committee’s prior analysis and opinions.

[17] This strongly suggests that document review by an attorney should be considered the practice of law in either of the two following scenarios: (1) the review involves some legal judgment; or (2) if the reviewer is being advertised or billed as an attorney. However, in *Lola v. Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP*, a troubled contract attorney alleged in a complaint against a law firm that, because the document review he performed did not involve legal judgment, he was an employee and should have received overtime. Perhaps cutting off his nose to spite his face, the plaintiff argued that he was under “such tight constraints” and “used criteria developed by others to simply sort documents into different categories” such that his work was effectively cookie-cutter and did not qualify as the practice of law. The court, assuming those allegations were true for the purposes of a motion to dismiss, found that the contract attorney’s document review did not involve legal judgment and was thus

---


32 See Applicability, *supra* note 29.

33 See *Lola v. Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP*, 620 F. App’x 37, 39–40 (2d Cir. 2015).

34 Id. at 45.
not the practice of law.\textsuperscript{35} As a result, that question remains open, although one should not read too much into the ruling given the standard in ruling on motions to dismiss—that is, assuming the complaint’s allegations are true.

4. Additional Directly-Related Commentary

\[\text{[18]}\] Since our prior scholarship, some additional commentary has developed on the importance of and practicality of addressing DP, IS, e-Discovery, and IG in the context of M&A. As we had also noted before, others have commented that the “time prior to a merger or acquisition deal being finalized is critical, and data from entities being merged or acquired must be assessed as part of due diligence duties.”\textsuperscript{36} This holds true because “[r]ecords and information management (“RIM”) programs [and] information assets play a pivotal role in mergers and acquisitions,”\textsuperscript{37} and in “the due diligence phase, the assessment of HR and knowledge potentials gives insight in quantifying the synergy potentials”\textsuperscript{38} of the Deal.

\[\text{[19]}\] This activity further falls within standard M&A practice, where the Acquirer will always need “a thorough and accurate ‘snapshot’ of what the buyer is purchasing [including] the target’s operations, culture, [and]"
human resources . . . .” and certainly a “more precise valuation of the target.” The digital reigns supreme in this aspect, as commentators have noted “[i]t is critically important to the success of a due diligence investigation that the target company establish, maintain, and update as appropriate a well-organized online data room to enable the buyer to conduct due diligence in an orderly fashion.” These services are explicitly focused on one or more of the Framework’s verticals, as seen in such examples as presentations on “Addressing Cybersecurity and Information Governance in the Merger & Acquisition Arena;” articles that stress the “Importance of Cybersecurity in M&A Transactions” or gave tips on “conducting effective cybersecurity due diligence in M&A


transactions;”44 or scholarship focused in part on the need for specific expertise to address data privacy issues within Deal due diligence.45

[20] The advent of the importance of information as its own consideration (rather than informing another) is a recent development, as another commentator noted a “prediction for 2015: [where] Companies will reconsider how their data is handled in legal processes (litigation, mergers & acquisitions, etc.).”46 He continued, noting that law firms “and their vendors will be a key area of concern for corporate clients in developing their information security strategies. These are precisely the types of solutions we are developing with our clients through the launch of our Cyber Compliance initiative in February 2015.”47 Others noted that an “entirely new level of pre-acquisition investigation” was required given the ability of data security issues to “turn a great opportunity into an unmitigated failure.”48 Perhaps this should not be surprising: not only is this a relatively new focus within M&A practices, but even within traditional M&A practice where it is still true that “in the majority of cases little due diligence is done beyond the financials to investigate the


45 See, e.g., Holly K. Towle, Merger & Acquisition Due Diligence in an E-Information Age, CCH GUIDE TO COMPUTER LAW NO. 287 (Sept. 26, 2005), http://www.klgates.com/files/Publication/22680b08-1386-4a97-9634-2179a4b5293a/Presentation/PublicationAttachment/5b673f7b-7383-4a5a-88fc-2871bb865e08/287_HKT_CCH.pdf, archived at https://perma.cc/YMN6-YP53 (providing an example of relevant scholarship in the field of law).


47 Id.

48 Caponi & Orlacchio, supra note 43.
challenges of having two organizations become one” and the merged organization “is usually shocked to find the degree of differences that exist between their two, soon to be merged, organizations—and too few actively consider these integration challenges before the deal.”

[21] We have also seen additional focus on the division and distinction between sell-side financial due diligence, which “requires a seller to critically analyze its own financial position and assess the opportunities and risks it may encounter prior to a transaction” and buy-side financial due diligence, analysis

performed by a buyer . . . of assumptions being made about a deal as they relate to financial matters. Its purpose is to enable the buyer to challenge the financial information provided by a target company and to ensure that the potential benefits of the deal outweigh the risks. In contrast to sell-side financial due diligence, buy-side financial due diligence is typically performed as a final component of the M&A transaction process.

New research, which explicitly includes the evaluation of a type of IG in the form of knowledge management, stresses that an accurate appraisal of that buy-side due diligence is crucial—at least in cross-border Deals, as “the more the firm learns about the target in the due diligence [deal], the better will be the cross-border acquisition success.”


51 Sacek, supra note 2, at 53.
[22] An increased interest and awareness in data security, perhaps due to recent and well-publicized breaches, has led to additional thinking regarding the impact data security has on M&A Activity.52

[23] As noted by one commentator, “Mergers and Acquisitions represent a significant risk to organizations as integration and data sharing can expose assets to confidentiality, integrity, and availability threats.”53 Another commented that buyers in Deals, “should ask questions about any historical incidents in these areas and assess the target’s measures for preventing similar future breaches or attacks,”54 which in turn supported still another article’s conclusion that these threats can stretch back years, if not decades, in terms of the target’s practices.55

[24] We noted that one area which we thought would matter to clients was the timing of these analyses, and considered whether there was more commentary on the importance of that timing.56 Specifically, we stated that the best time to undertake this diligence was the present, when the money associated with the deal was “on the table” such that it would “be available to address otherwise unfunded liabilities” and afford Acquirers the opportunity to make improvements to the ultimate merged organization.57 This was a point also reinforced in recent literature, where

---

52 See Caponi & Orlacchio, supra note 43.


54 Archie, supra note 44.


56 Sherer et al., supra note 1, at ¶ 69.

57 Id. at ¶ 5 (emphasis omitted).
one commentator noted more colloquially that “just like someone shopping for a home or a car, acquirers have the most leverage before a contract is signed and they use that leverage to learn as much as possible before moving forward.”

[25] Another article took a similar approach with timing, by recommending an examination of issues related to personal data security during the Deal, asserting that

[C]ompanies are particularly vulnerable to data breaches when they exchange information as part of due diligence in mergers and acquisitions. Businesses may set aside normal security protocols when they are wrapped up in negotiations and focused on completing a transaction. They may not be aware of best practices that govern exchanges of information in due diligence, and they necessarily must rely on the good faith and competence of employees and agents of the other company.

[26] Finally, we examined those instances where documents of inherent value came into play, and examined areas such as Patent Portfolio Compilation, Insurance Policy Compilation, and Vendor Management Analysis. We also confirmed individuals at a Target as the sources of information about information. At least one commentator noted—in the

context of unstructured data insurance policies—that the first thing the Acquirer should do is to find any long-time employees of the company you acquired who may have been involved in or knowledgeable about any relevant insurance programs. Do this quickly, before engaging in any related downsizing. When you find such persons, debrief them on where any old policies, claims files or the like might be found.60

Likewise, insurance was highlighted as playing a role in post-Deal activities, where Deal participants were encouraged to “evaluate which of the target’s cyber risks [would] be mitigated by insurance coverage.”61

5. Conclusion of the Current Research

[27] The field is nascent,62 which is promising for future practitioners and for those who would take up the mantles of “thought leaders.”63 But


61 Archie, supra note 44.

62 Caponi & Orlachio, supra note 43 (“Ten years ago, a CEO in this position could not be faulted if she closed the transaction as soon as possible following basic due diligence into the financial condition of the target. But in today’s environment, there is an evolving threat to the success of every transaction, one requiring an entirely new level of pre-acquisition investigation . . . .”).

for determining exactly what modern day practices are, while additionally hypothesizing what they should be, a nascent field is less helpful. We therefore continued our examination by looking further afield to additional commentary that we initially did not consider, did not consider instructive, or that may have grown in importance since the prior article.

II. THE NEW RESEARCH

[28] We had suggested further directed research was warranted in the first article, and our additional survey results supported that contention. In particular, we stated explicitly that

If we investigate further, we propose soliciting the participation of service providers within the IG and e-Discovery space, providing them with this scholarship as well as the original fact patterns, asking them to consider each fact pattern. We would allow the service providers to determine what portion(s) of each fact pattern they would address, the technology they would use, and even how they would characterize the results of their efforts, along with the pricing they would provide. Information shared during this process would be kept confidential vis-à-vis each service provider, unless (a) the service provider gave permission to share their methodology and/or pricing; and (b) at least ten service providers wished to share their particulars publicly.64

We undertook that research by compiling a hypothetical for the service providers, and providing that hypothetical along with sixty-five total and sixty-three substantive questions examining the service providers' services in that context.65

64 Sherer et al., supra note 1, at ¶ 126.

65 See infra App. A.
A. The Hypothetical: Negotiating the Acquisition

[29] An Acquiring company (the “Acquirer”) and a Target company (the “Target”) (together, the “Parties”) are in the process of negotiating an acquisition. Acquirer is considering specialized assistance in the due diligence process related to the consideration, collection, processing, evaluation, and management of information (primarily in electronic form).

[30] In support of these efforts, a third-party vendor may be engaged to provide some or all of the following services:

- Hosting a due diligence data room. Support of a data room would include scanning, loading, OCR’ing, and hosting paper documents; and collecting, processing, and loading electronic documents from the Target.

- Identifying additional information that could be material for data room inclusion and subsequent consideration.

  ◦ This may include identifying “documents of inherent value,” such as leases, contracts, deeds, audits, supplier or customer lists, insurance policies, and intellectual property.

  ◦ The vendor should assume advanced analytics and/or TAR will need to be used to determine relevant data, at least in part.

  ◦ The vendor should also assume that there will be human review and coding or “tagging” of the documents for collaboration between reviewers and further analysis.

- Determining the subsequent scope and volume of the Target’s data once the acquisition is complete.
Vendor will be charged with providing supporting consulting services to provide a “data map” or “footprint” for strategic consideration.

- This may include considerations of “documents of inherent value,” such as leases, contracts, deeds, audits, supplier or customer lists, insurance policies, and intellectual property.

- This will also include considerations of “junk” information, such as duplicative files, or NIST or operational files.

Vendor would provide such data processing required to determine data volumes associated with the data map.

Vendor would identify a cost associated with the final steps necessary to render the determined data volume usable to the Acquirer post-acquisition, including proper identifications and provisions for support of legal holds; information governance period information; and data privacy and security considerations.

The post-acquisition company has a high likelihood of needing the services of a vendor to process the mapped data after the acquisition is complete.

Assume that the Target Company has 50,000 employees and data is stored in six locations, including New York, London, Japan, Germany, Iowa, and Brazil.
B. The Areas of Interest

[31] We separated out the questions presented to the third-party service providers into seven broad categories:

(1) M&A Due Diligence Services (Generally)
(2) Volume Services
(3) Professional Services
(4) Records Planning
(5) Systems Integration and Media Inventories
(6) Encryption, Bring Your Own Device (“BYOD”) Program, Email Management, and Social Media Analyses
(7) Legal Holds, Cross-border Data Transfers, and Warehouse Agreements

1. M&A Due Diligence Services (Generally)

[32] Within general M&A due diligence services, we wanted to determine how providers would offer their areas of expertise in supporting Deal due diligence practices generally. The authors had some professional experience that allowed them to hypothesize as to which these services would have been of use in prior Deals. The authors also had taken advantage of “stress-testing” third-party providers’ online due diligence environments, including one enterprise cloud service provider that provides storage, organizational, and collaborative tools for data management purposes.66

[33] Using that provider’s public information as a proxy for other, similar third-party service offerings, we examined its representations that

---

it functions around due diligence, as well as its provision of an online “content manager” that allows an administrator to view, at once, all content on its network, where the audit function allows an administrator to break down which documents are being shared and who they are being shared by. Within this type of environment, and in the context of a litigation hold, the provider indicated that document privileges could be augmented to limit access to prevent edits to responsive documents, even if other commentators indicated the depth to which this functionality operated was limited. In addition, certain processes, like data sorting, are promoted as “creating value on top of [simple data] storage,” can be automated based on clear, established rules. This automation process, if utilized properly, is proposed as a method to aid in organization and records management by further doing “much better things around analyzing that content and helping... discover more relevant information.” And this is the way due diligence should operate, where


68 See Control Your Box Experience, supra note 66.

69 See id.


71 Sam Conforti, Interview with Aaron Levie: Box CEO, SOFTWARE LICENSING & MASTER SERVICE AGREEMENTS (Oct. 10, 2012).

72 Control Your Box Experience, supra note 66.

73 Id.

there is a present-day expectation that at least “[t]he data room has a logical table of contents or directory and full text search capabilities (which requires scanning of all documents with optical character recognition software)”75 and an e-Discovery approach may in fact provide attorneys with an accessible cutting-edge approach.76

2. Hosting

[34] Every responding third-party provider indicated that it provided data room hosting, with the vast majority providing data analytics, issue coding for data and social media collection, and some kind of social media preservation steps. This indication of service could likely be summed up by one comment, where a provider stated that it was “an eDiscovery provider and our capabilities can be adapted for any one of the M&A services described.”77 This succinct comment could very well offer the tagline conclusion of our hypothesis: that services currently offered by e-Discovery vendors can and should be incorporated into standard M&A due diligence—services which will be supported by demonstrable return on investment.78 We also saw respondents indicate that “there appears to be, at the present time, considerably more interest in outside service providers providing support services,”79 and that clients “are primarily interested in organizing and consolidating key data for due diligence, and creating workflows to identify relevant documents so they may audit and

75 Harroch, supra note 41, at 14.

76 See Krauss, supra note 13.


78 Sacek, supra note 2, at 53.

certify compliance with certain regulations.” 80 This translated into providers coding for issues even beyond “relevance and privilege,” where one firm coded information according to a variety of categories:

- “Legal Entities/Parties
- Geographic Regions/Sub-Regions Impacted
- Agreement Type, Titles, and Dates (start, expiration, renewals, etc.)
- Terms/Provisions
- Draft versus Final versions
- Governing Law
- Language
- Document Relationships (Master Services Agreements, Statements of Work, Addendums, etc.)”81

[35] That same vendor created standardized agreement naming conventions,82 while another assisted the coding process by identifying specific types of “[c]ontracts and contract fields (e.g., counterparties, dates, services)” and “synchronizing existing fields on data that resides in different places (e.g., identifying that fields ‘location’ and ‘area of operation’ can be adjusted and made consistent).”83


82 See id.

3. Analytics

[36] Our research supported our theory that e-Discovery tools would provide a means by which potential or actual acquirers could identify and understand not only the data required to complete a Deal but other, perhaps-not Otherwise-of-interest data that could impact the value of and pricing associated with a Deal. Indeed, as one provider recently noted, “[E]-discovery technology can make short work of huge data sets both collecting, filtering and analyzing data to get to the key information as quickly as possible.”

In a different piece, admittedly presented as near-advertising, a practitioner examined the service offerings of another company and found that leveraging “an artificial intelligence technique called ‘machine learning’ to contract review” helped him to “save about two-thirds of the time” in his review, increasing his “speed and efficiency” while also increasing his accuracy. One writer echoed this general sentiment elsewhere, decrying the current state of play, and stating that if “technological innovation is to play a role across a wider range of legal specialties, now is the time for transactional attorneys to experience and embrace it.”

[37] One law firm’s Electronic Data Discovery Group’s offerings include a “Due Diligence Solution: Dedicated Precision in Confidential

84 Jones, supra note 19.


Review of Privileged or Sensitive Materials.” 87 That service was advertised as incorporating “precise, rapid review of privileged or other sensitive records to promote strategic business decisions and pass regulatory muster” in the context of, among others, “multibillion-dollar mergers and acquisitions” by eschewing “ad hoc gatherings of associates or paralegals” and instead employing a process of “precise, high-volume review of privileged or other sensitive materials.”88 This focus on subject matter experts was repeated elsewhere.89

[38] Our survey responses also supported this contention, with one provider indicating that it provided “all manner of advanced search analytics, from complex search, timeline analysis, communication analysis, and analysis of metadata and faceted fields, all the way to Technology Assisted Review.”90 Another stated that it provided “full spectrum of Advanced Document Analytics Services, including Predictive Coding, Conceptual Searching, Near-Duplication, Email Threading, Visualizations of Data Sources and Data Custodian Activity, Clustering, Social Networking [and] Email Communication Visualizations.”91 A different service provider focused less on the types of services offered, and more on the manner by which they were provided, shared that it has “structured data experts who can mine and analyze the data that we collect” who had performed these types of services on multiple cases, analyzing email, eDocuments, and time entry and general ledger database


88 Id.

89 Archie, supra note 44.


system data. Finally, other service providers simply stated the type of analytic engine they used within the datasets, such as “natural language processing” or “Latent Semantic Indexing.”

4. Volume and Structured Data Services

[39] For volume-type services, we expanded the traditional focus of e-Discovery and related workflow approaches and considered both typical unstructured data sources as well as those inhabiting the “newer” realm of structured and big data. This was born of personal experience; additional commentary, scrutiny, and thought applied to examining certain types of unstructured data; and the pool of unstructured data as a whole by the means of legal or audit practices. This consideration surfaced in the literature when commentators looked at individual practice issues and determined how those issues were evidenced in present-day practice. For example, one service provider theorized that “it may be prudent to conduct a broader investigation into the company’s activities by examining a selection of unstructured data in audits,” at least in those instances where the “the company being acquired operates within markets that have seen


anti-competitive behaviour or in countries with a greater incidence of corruption and bribery."\(^97\) Here, the use of structured data analysis was focused on antitrust or bribery allegations, but a host of other considerations might benefit from a similar use of structured data analysis.

[40] To narrow our discussion within this important but still underserved and under-understood source of information,\(^98\) we focused on and will discuss six sources of volume storage: Oracle; Microsoft; IBM; Informatica; EMC; and OpenText. Rather than simply stating (even if accurately) that these volume storage solutions are pervasive and worthy of consideration, we incorporate some brief discussion of each below to explain why we included these within our questions to the service providers. These descriptions may also assist practitioners determine some first-line questions to ask Deal participants in support of the due diligence process; identify some of the issues a due diligence team might have to face if charged with analyzing this type of environment; and indicate the use of third parties to untangle exactly what might be happening in a given organization.

[41] Oracle is a database provider with extraordinarily widespread application, reaching 420,000 customers as well as “100 of the Fortune 100.”\(^99\) Oracle databases rely on the operation of structured query language (“SQL”), and the organization is also among those leading the charge into new forms of database operation, such as enterprise grid computing, which pools industry-standard, modular storage, and

---

\(^97\) Jones, supra note 19.

\(^98\) As one commentator noted in this specific area, “[t]here are many questions that can be asked, yet not a great deal of answers to these questions today.” Ackert, supra note 96, at 6.

servers. Oracle also provides “software as a service (“SaaS”), platform as a service (“PaaS”), infrastructure as a service (“IaaS”), and data as a service (“DaaS”)” as part of its suite of options for customers. While on the one hand pervasive within major corporations, these types of services underscore the difficulty of determining exactly where an organization’s information resides at any given point-in-time, and the added challenge of trying to determine answers when knowledgeable employees become former employees post-Deal.

[42] Microsoft performs a similar service role through its database options, and its cloud service (“Azure”), which provides PaaS using SQL to manage structured data. Microsoft’s systems, like other providers, work with a variety of data access interfaces, such as Entity Framework, ActiveX Data Objects (“ADO”).NET, and Java Database

---
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Cloud management of structured data has become pervasive in recent years due to a variety of end-user benefits, including software that is always up-to-date, and the elimination of physical and virtual storage space concerns. Here, again, practitioners should think about the variety of interfaces and comingle operations that arise in now-normal corporate operations, including the use of application programing interfaces (“APIs”) that make data transfer possible. These transfers can be as simple as “cutting and pasting a snippet of a LibreOffice document into an Excel spreadsheet” or creating “new apps that tap into big Web services—social networks like Facebook or Pinterest, for instance, or utilities like Google Maps or Dropbox.”

Where APIs may provide access, they can also create their own sets of information and metadata, and this information may be crucial to the new enterprise’s success.

[43] In addition to being a household name, IBM advertises structured data solutions in four areas: DB2 for a variety of platforms (Linux, UNIX,
Windows, Cloud, i, z/OS, and Connect), Information Management System (“IMS”) for “transaction and hierarchical database management,” Cloudant for database as a service (“DBS”) in “private, public, or hybrid cloud platform” environments, and Informix, IBM’s “intelligent database for [the] Internet of Things.” IBM tightly integrates its products with its other information systems like Guardium, FileNet, and Atlas. Again, practitioners might consider the API question and where data may be located, shared, or even copied for integration purposes. Finally, at least one commentator notes that IBM’s pricing structure and technological innovations have streamlined the ingestion process rather than on the retrieval of that data and analytics production.

Informatica has created a number of products, such as Informatica Data Archive and Project Information Management (“PIM”) to address a large number of client use cases—including retirement, compliance, performance optimization, and analytics—by integrating a variety of client data sources and then serving client customers through “multichannel

---


touch points” that include E-Shop, Mobile, Point-of-Sale (“POS”), Print, Social, Data Pools, and Search Engine Optimization “SEO” channels. The company has been generally successful with a one-size-fits-all product, but the complexity of the Informatica Data Archive product makes its use much more likely for clients with large data footprints who utilize multiple applications.

[45] EMC’s InfoArchive product is a collaborative application for archiving structured data and decommissioning legacy systems. And while EMC’s products are tightly integrated, the company relies on partners for connector technology; this results for some reported clients in complicated deployment and sales processes. OpenText provides archiving services for SAP Solutions, however, OpenText does not support Hadoop and there is limited support for Oracle application archiving. Also, data masking capabilities are limited to unstructured content only.


117 Landers, supra note 115.


121 See id. at 28.
While the majority of these ideas and technologies may seem unfamiliar to many practitioners even while those practitioners may have a duty to learn in the very near future, the third-party service providers that responded to the survey were unfazed. In fact, more than half of the responding vendors indicated that they had the capabilities to determine volumes for each of these types of structured data content, an encouraging sign for incorporating these issues into our proposed M&A practices. One provider also noted that they considered SharePoint as a structured data source; this was an important addition and one practitioners should incorporate into the due diligence slate, as it is incorporated into the Microsoft services briefly discussed above.

Interestingly enough, for structured data services—and, indeed, for all related M&A services including those that incorporate structured data services, we saw over 60% of service providers stating that they used hourly consultant billing, and over 60% stating that they based their services on volume. Over 55% also stated that they offered some sort of flat-fee billing. A number of explanations regarding the provision of a slate of services, where providers stated that they “bill on the basis of data

122 Landers, supra note 115.


125 See infra Appendix A, at A-2 to A-3.


volume, duration, and hourly consulting rates [and] have entertained flat fee arrangements;”¹²⁹ utilize a “hybrid billing approach;”¹³⁰ or provide a “[v]ariety of alternative arrangements, including over/under, and contingencies based on benchmarks.”¹³¹

[48] We also investigated cloud-hosted data, including Amazon Web Services,¹³² Google Cloud,¹³³ DropBox,¹³⁴ Box¹³⁵, and Salesforce.¹³⁶ These services allow businesses to outsource data management. Instead of investing capital into creating their own data centers, businesses can opt to use third-party data centers to manage the varying amounts of information that a business may need to access on a daily basis. These sources of data are now being considered and directly analyzed in recent cases—as seen in Brown v. Tellermate Holdings Ltd., an employment discrimination case


¹³⁵ See Box, supra note 66.

where the plaintiffs alleged job termination based on age. As part of their case, plaintiffs sought records from salesforce.com; defendants failed to preserve or export data, and were sanctioned by the court with evidence preclusion. Despite the Tellermate holding, Salesforce was the least likely of the cloud services presented to have vendor support; however, it was still noted by over 80% of vendors as a service for which each had collection and review capabilities. Unsurprisingly, cloud services have been explicitly identified as a consideration implicated in M&A transactions for several years.

5. Professional Services and Information Security & Cyberbreach Risk

[49] We inquired into whether vendors were providing M&A frameworks; only 29% indicated they were, with one stating that this process would specify “all of the then-recognized required tasks and potential tasks that comprise the most probable eDiscovery process in connection with the specific M&A engagement.” The vendor’s SOW would utilize “information provided by the client as to the scope of the work and its specific requirements and includes (again, with client feedback) project timelines and a schedule of fees.” This response, and the lack of additional information from the service providers, indicated that

---
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these types of service providers were likely not (yet) providing unadvertised services in this area.

[50] Just as legal practices have begun to provide services in this area, the majority of the third-party service firms (over 60%) indicated that they perform information security and cyberbreach risk analysis, and over 80% of those firms used at least some form of hourly consultant billing. But the company engaging the vendor must carefully consider these services; one vendor noted specifically that it “assess[es] risk based on policies and practices, but not IT infrastructure.”

6. Records Planning

[51] We asked vendors whether they provide records management project plans; over 68% responded in the affirmative. We were unsurprised with the level of involvement within this space, especially given its position as a specialty that might benefit from legal analysis but does not require licensure. While further inquiry would be of interest, our view is that this analysis should be included in the M&A context—and, indeed, would demonstrate a significant return on investment—but that doing so should be at the direction of attorneys with particularized experience.

[52] When asked about records integration plans, the number of vendors providing that service dropped to just over 50%, but 60% indicated they had done that type of work in the past. A third consideration

---
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might be that this type of work was part of prior services, but firms have opted against pursuing this type of work in the current climate. When responding to what this type of work entailed, one responded succinctly that they “analyze data and fields and develop plans to synchronize data in different systems into a single system;” they further “provide limited consulting as to selecting a best fit platform to receive the migrated data, out of options that the client has already pre-selected.”147

7. Systems Integration and Media Inventories

[53] Fewer firms provided systems integration plans, with just over 50% selecting yes.148 One vendor was specific about the types of services it provided in this area, stating that it consulted with “clients on how to bring eDiscovery and IG applications in-house,” which “involves advising them on how to integrate the applications in to their infrastructure and customizing them according to business requirements.”149 However, when it came to the percentage of vendors who had provided systems integration services, the percentage of positive responses jumped to about 78%.150 As with the records planning figures, we consider whether this indicates a subset of vendors who are moving out of this space, rather than entering as M&A due diligence analysis matures. Finally, we inquired as to removable media inventories. This was noteworthy: while over 86% indicated they currently do, 100% of the vendors who replied indicated they had at one point.151


8. Encryption, BYOD Program, e-mail Management, and Social Media Analyses

[54] We also considered Encryption, BYOD Program, e-mail Management, and Social Media Policy Analyses as portions of the due diligence slate of review. Broadly speaking, encryption—regardless of form—allows businesses to protect sensitive data and assets and maintain the security of their systems.152 To improve security, encryption scrambles data so that the only individuals who can open and view the data are the ones who possess the “key” to open the file or document and unscramble the contents.153 Encryption analysis identifies fields with required encryption and uses certain aspects of the fields to determine the encryption scheme being used;154 it may also include some methods of password recovery in instances of unavailable files.155

[55] BYOD Programs are implemented so employees can use devices they already use on a daily basis.156 Such programs permit employees’


153 See id.; see also B. Schneier, Description of a New Variable-Length Key, 64-Bit Block Cipher (Blowfish), SCHNEIER ON SECURITY, (Dec. 1993), https://www.schneier.com/paper-blowfish-fse.html, archived at https://perma.cc/E5RZ-5G65 (describing a “secret-key block cipher” from the 1990s).


personal devices to access enterprise systems like email and documents stored on corporate servers. Analysis of such programs requires knowledge of and access to the personal devices that could house corporate data necessary to M&A due diligence. Moreover, companies should be mindful of Deals of unique data stored on BYOD—what will the Target be required to do to ensure that unique data on BYOD relevant to the Target’s business is provided to the Acquirer, particularly in light of potential employee turnover?

[56] With the surge in mobile and social media use, businesses are creating policies to deal with their employees’ use of social media. In some instances, businesses encouraged employees’ use of social media to “build stronger, more successful business relationships.” The data created by the use of social media in accordance with these policies may need to be analyzed in the context of M&A due diligence. Data privacy may take on additional weight as a recent 2014 survey reported that “[m]ore than half—about 60 percent—of corporate respondents said that their M&A investments will involve acquiring a target in a foreign market.” This matters especially when an “alignment of cultures” is


seen as critically important to “the overall success of the integration.”

Moreover, social media data may be unique to the Target’s employee’s use, but may still be of great relevance to the Acquirer’s interest in the target. Similarly to BYOD, the Acquirer may need to evaluate and ensure proper valuation/ownership rights are incorporated into the Deal.

[57] We also examined cloud-based email services and asked service providers about whether and how they would consider collection and analysis from such platforms as Gmail, Hotmail, Yahoo!, and Aol.com. All cloud-based email providers provide similar front-end services. On the back end, however, the four most popular email providers (Gmail, Yahoo! Mail, Outlook/Hotmail, and Aol.com) purport to offer varying degrees of enterprise capable compliance tools. We will discuss each of these in turn.

[58] Google’s GMail service advertises robust tools for business use in addition to its ubiquitous and free personal-use accounts. A business account from Google allows for customer customization of email address suffixes, and as of 2015 each Gmail business inbox is allotted up to 30 GB of storage capacity. Google also bundles its application (“apps”) suite—including Drive, Docs, Sheets, and Calendar—as part of its business integration strategy with its cloud-based email service. Google also allows a company administrator to control the amount of mail stored for each corporate user as well as message retention periods. Google’s content compliance tool also allows an administrator to set certain

---
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parameters depending on message content, and is advertised as providing a uniform method of sorting and storage if set up appropriately.164

[59] Like Google’s Gmail for business, Microsoft provides its own corporate email solution called Exchange. Exchange is run on company servers or hosted by Microsoft.165 Also like Google, Microsoft offers its own “apps” in the form of Office Suite (Office 365) with a subscription to Microsoft Exchange.166 Certain Office 365 plans also include access to an “eDiscovery Center” where an administrator can run searches for data across various Microsoft services (Exchange e-Mail, SharePoint, and Skype) from one central location.167 Microsoft also allows administrators to set document retention schedules.168

[60] Yahoo! also provides a business email service. While Yahoo! provides standard email filtering, spam guard, and virus protection services, Yahoo! Mail for Business does not offer e-Discovery/data management tools. Yahoo! provides unlimited storage space and an


unlimited number of email addresses that can be created and a 20 MB e-mail attachment size (the authors note the irony that the unlimited storage may create more data but the service advertises no e-Discovery functionality with which to handle the additional data). Finally, despite retaining popularity as an email URL, AOL.com does not currently provide for any business e-mail solutions nor do they put forth a means to modify a personal email retention schedule. Both Google and Microsoft’s offerings in the cloud-based e-mail provider space advertise robust corporate compliance solutions that, if utilized, should help better outline a company’s data footprint. Yahoo! references limited corporate service offerings in this area, while AOL.com provides virtually none.

[61] We examined social media source collection, such as Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, Instagram, and SnapChat, where some serve as hybrid sources of messaging as well. Facebook lauds itself as a way to “help


you stay connected,” providing a forum to share photos and thoughts with friends and family and messaging services to stay in touch on an individual level. LinkedIn is an online network focused on professional connections as opposed to the more personal and familial ones on Facebook. It also provides a space for people to share their virtual resumes and messaging services to maintain those professional connections. Both LinkedIn and Facebook provide spaces for businesses to promote and market their brands and products.

Twitter and Instagram serve as platforms to share short messages in the form of text, pictures, or video. Beyond individuals sharing thoughts and moments with friends, Twitter also touts itself as a source of news with “real-time updates” about what is happening in the world based on 140 character limits. Instagram focuses on photos, allowing users to “share [their] li[ves] with friends through a series of pictures.” Both services also include means of messaging other users. Finally, Snapchat is

---
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a message service that deletes messages sent after a short period of time.179

[63] These sites and applications serve as repositories for large amounts of both personal and professional data. But while they provide new tools and avenues for businesses to promote and market themselves in creative ways, they also create (and duplicate) amazing amounts of data. Organizational uses as well as data created, used, and stored comprise this portion of the IG vertical within the Framework, and may also implicate the e-Discovery vertical as well.

9. Legal Holds, Cross-border Data Transfers, and Warehouse Agreements

[64] Unsurprisingly for our vendor pool—many of whom specialize in e-Discovery services—we had over 90% respond that they had provided legal hold process and ongoing matter review and analysis.180 Firms were less confident when it came to providing compliance for cross-border data transfers, where only 26% stated that they performed those types of services.181 One in particular gave insight into how these services may be provided more generally when noting that its work was more tactical than strategic, commenting “[w]e are skilled in creating and implementing collection strategies for cross-border data, but not in setting up firmwide protocols.”182

179 See Privacy Policy, SNAPCHAT, https://www.snapchat.com/privacy, archived at https://perma.cc/V7KM-82SS (last modified Oct. 28, 2015) (“Snapchat captures what it’s like to live in the moment. So in many cases the messages sent through our services are automatically deleted from our servers once we detect that they have been viewed or have expired. And again in most cases, the services are programmed to delete a message from the recipient’s device once it’s been viewed or expired as well.”).


When it came to the more esoteric types of analysis—such as patent portfolio analysis—we had very few affirmative answers from the vendors. For example, only one firm indicated that it provided patent portfolio compilations, and no firms provided insurance policy compilations. We were especially surprised by the latter, as our research found at least one commentator who focused specifically on insurance policies as “a significant asset class that is often overlooked by the people who work on mergers, acquisitions and spinoffs.” This may be explained by the difficulty to explain in the abstract rather than a lack of capability. After all, the service providers frequently provide document review services on innumerable complex litigation topics, including antitrust, patent litigation, etc., and there is no conceptual distinction as to why they could not do the same in the M & A context under the direction of attorneys with the appropriate expertise.

III. Four Conclusions

In those instances where existing research is not enough, sometimes researchers are forced to advance the dialogue (and sometimes move the market). This is hyperbole in our particular instance, but we did seek to uncover more about what work is actually being performed than what currently available literature or advertising indicates. We hope that we succeeded—or at least moved the needle—and that the bulk of this additional research has also added some practical underpinning to the Framework and the pricing model we suggested originally. And in support, we summarized briefly and—as covered in greater detail above—broke down much of the continued scrutiny from regulators, courts, and bar associations can into four core issues.

First, recent anti-corruption investigations and other regulatory guidance have highlighted how these types of inquiries will work in

---
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While not currently applicable to a requirement within M & A practice, regulatory scrutiny in another area will certainly inform those factfinders who eventually do evaluate such M & A work.

[68] Second, the question of whether this type of work (within any one of the five Framework verticals) constitutes the practice of law, such that attorneys are required to perform or supervise it, has emerged as a consideration at least within the practice of certain types of e-Discovery. It is no great leap of imagination to see this consideration affecting data privacy and due diligence memorialization practices. In contrast, data security and information governance practices and standards have longer histories as separate areas of expertise. Perhaps this mindset is changing, and likely for good reason. There may be, therefore, an argument that attorneys, when handling the M&A diligence work, are required to seek and oversee appropriate third-party assistance in those

---
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instances. There is room—and a need—for multiple areas of expertise in the Deal context,\footnote{See Caponi & Orlacchio, supra note 43.} and Deal work is often tailored according to the specific needs of the transaction\footnote{Archie, supra note 44.} Attorneys should provide legal advice on issues and risks that will impact the value of a Deal, not just in the traditional areas of inquiry but also addressing DP, IS and e-Discovery—and service providers have developed the technology and strategies in other contexts to provide counsel with the information they need in these non-traditional areas to value the Deal in a cost effective and efficient manner.

[69] Third, when it comes to the work actually being performed in this area, while the environment is still in flux, it is currently one of specialization and tailored approaches.\footnote{Id.} For example—as we relate above—we have had personal experience and seen vendors share that, while they can (and would like to) provide hosting environments for their services, specialized third-party data room hosting services are still the choix du jour. But where analytics come into play for diligence purposes, especially when evaluating unstructured data sources in support of attorney determinations, e-Discovery seems to have the most cutting-edge approaches to those volumes.\footnote{Krauss, supra note 13.} These approaches, of course, can—and should—be applied to the Framework.

[70] Fourth, structured data sources are becoming more and more common within all verticals of the Framework as well as modern-data case law. However, while the (bare) majority of our responding vendors were confident they could provide services in this space, the contrast between the percentage of service providers offering these services, when compared to general e-Discovery services, was stark. The same rang true for DS, IG, and DP considerations, not to mention the esoteric issues
associated with insurance policies, leases, or other so-called documents or information of inherent value. This contrast supported the final, and perhaps most salient (if somewhat self-serving) conclusion: that because of the continued, nascent status of this practice, there is still room for thought leadership. In fact, we would argue it is required.
APPENDIX A

Anonymity

1. Do you want your responses to be anonymous?
   - Yes (73.33%)
   - No (26.67%)

2. If you would like your responses publicized, how would your firm like to be identified and with which contact information?

M&A Due Diligence Services

3. Does your firm have international capabilities?
   - Yes, we have offices outside of the United States (45.83%)
   - Yes, we partner with other providers (54.17%)
   - We would get something set up if need be (12.50%)
   - No, not at this time (4.17%)
   - No, and we have no further plans (4.17%)
   - This requires a more detailed response: (12.50%)

4. Does your firm currently provide services for M&A due diligence? (60.00%)

5. What M&A Services does your firm currently provide? Please check all that apply.
   - Data room hosting (100.00%)
   - Issue coding for data (e.g., contracts, leases, licenses, etc.) (76.47%)
   - Data analytics (94.12%)
   - Social media preservation (70.59%)
   - Social media collection (76.47%)
   - Social media analysis (67.41%)
   - Other (please specify)

6. How many clients have specifically asked for M&A due diligence services?
   - 0 (16.67%)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Richmond Journal of Law &amp; Technology</th>
<th>Volume XXII, Issue 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• 1-5 (33.33%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 6-10 (16.67%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 11-15 (16.67%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 16-25 (0.00%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 25-50 (5.56%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• &gt;50 (11.11%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Do you detect any particular emerging trends within the M&A due diligence service area?

7. If you provide issue coding for data (e.g., contracts, leases, licenses, etc.), please describe the general issues for which you’ve coded.

8. If you provide Data Analytics, please describe the type of Analytics your firm provides.

9. How does your firm bill for M&A Services? Please check all that apply.

   • Hourly Consultant Rates (61.11%)
   • Data Volume (61.11%)
   • Flat Fee (55.56%)
   • We use the following alternative billing methods: (27.78%)

**Volume Services**

10. Do you have the capability to determine volumes for, collect, and review structured data content? Please check all that apply.

   • Oracle (77.78%)
   • Microsoft (77.78%)
   • IBM (66.67%)
   • Informatica (61.11%)
   • EMC (66.67%)
   • OpenText (66.67%)
   • None of these (22.22%)
   • You didn’t mention the following that we have worked on: (22.22%)
11. Do you have the capability to determine volumes for, collect, and review cloud-based e-mail content? Please check all that apply.

- Gmail (86.67%)
- Outlook (93.33%)
- Hotmail (86.67%)
- Yahoo! (86.67%)
- AOL (80.00%)
- You didn’t mention the following that we have worked on: (20.00%)

12. Do you have the capability to determine volumes for, collect, and review social media content? Please check all that apply.

- Facebook (93.75%)
- LinkedIn (93.75%)
- Twitter (93.75%)
- Instagram (81.25%)
- Snapchat (75.00%)
- You didn’t mention the following that we have worked on: (25.00%)

13. Do you have the capability to determine volumes for, collect, and review cloud-hosted data? Please check all that apply.

- Amazon Web Services (93.75%)
- Google Cloud (93.75%)
- DropBox (93.75%)
- Box (87.50%)
- Salesforce (81.25%)
- You didn’t mention the following that we have worked on: (18.75%)

14. Are there any other considerations and/or services you would like to add?

**Professional Services**

15. Does your firm provide Encryption Analysis? (47.06%)

16. Do you have consultants who have performed Encryption Analysis?
17. How does your firm bill for Encryption Analysis? Please check all that apply.

- Hourly Consultant Rates (100.00%)
- Data Volume (14.29%)
- Flat Fee (14.29%)
- We use the following alternative billing methods: (0.00%)

18. Does your firm provide Merger & Acquisition Frameworks? (29.41%)

19. Do you have consultants who have provided or contributed to a Merger & Acquisition Framework?

- Yes (40.00%)
- No (53.33%)
- This requires a more detailed response: (6.67%)

20. How does your firm bill for providing a Merger & Acquisition Framework? Please check all that apply.

- Hourly Consultant Rates (62.50%)
- Data Volume (25.00%)
- Flat Fee (37.50%)
- We use the following alternative billing methods: (25.00%)

Records Planning

21. Does your firm provide Records Management Project Plans? (68.75%)

22. Do you have consultants who have provided a Records Management Project Plan?

- Yes (73.33%)
- No (20.00%)
- This requires a more detailed response: (6.67%)
23. How does your firm bill for providing a Records Management Project Plan? Please check all that apply.

- Hourly Consultant Rates (83.33%)
- Data Volume (16.67%)
- Flat Fee (58.33%)
- We use the following alternative billing methods: (16.67%)

24. Does your firm provide Records Integration Plans? (53.33%)

25. Do you have consultants who have provided a Records Integration Plan?

- Yes (60.00%)
- No (20.00%)
- This requires a more detailed response: (20.00%)

26. How does your firm bill for providing a Records Integration Plan? Please check all that apply.

- Hourly Consultant Rates (83.33%)
- Data Volume (25.00%)
- Flat Fee (50.00%)
- We use the following alternative billing methods: (8.33%)

**Systems Integration and Media Inventories**

27. Does your firm provide Systems Integration Plans? (53.33%)

28. Do you have consultants who have provided a Systems Integration Plan?

- Yes (78.57%)
- No (14.29%)
- This requires a more detailed response: (7.14%)

29. How does your firm bill for providing a Systems Integration Plan? Please check all that apply.

- Hourly Consultant Rates (90.91%)
- Data Volume (9.09%)
30. Does your firm provide Back-up Tape Inventories? (80.00%)

31. Do you have consultants who have provided a Back-up Tape Inventory?

- Yes (100.00%)
- No (0.00%)
- This requires a more detailed response: (0.00%)

32. How does your firm bill for providing a Back-up Tape Inventory? Please check all that apply.

- Hourly Consultant Rates (85.71%)
- Data Volume (28.57%)
- Flat Fee (57.14%)
- We use the following alternative billing methods: (7.14%)

33. Does your firm provide Removable Media Inventories? (86.67%)

34. Do you have consultants who have provided a Removable Media Inventory?

- Yes (100.00%)
- No (0.00%)
- This requires a more detailed response: (0.00%)

35. How does your firm bill for providing a Removable Media Inventory? Please check all that apply.

- Hourly Consultant Rates (86.67%)
- Data Volume (40.00%)
- Flat Fee (60.00%)
- We use the following alternative billing methods: (6.67%)

**BYOD, Email Management, and Social Media Analyses**

36. Does your firm provide Bring Your Own Device (“BYOD”) Device Program Analysis? (73.33%)
37. Do you have consultants who have provided a BYOD Device Program Analysis?

- Yes (86.67%)
- No (13.33%)
- This requires a more detailed response: (0.00%)

38. How does your firm bill for providing a BYOD Device Program Analysis? Please check all that apply.

- Hourly Consultant Rates (92.31%)
- Data Volume (15.38%)
- Flat Fee (53.85%)
- We use the following alternative billing methods: (15.38%)

39. Does your firm provide Email Management Policy Analysis? (66.67%)

40. Do you have consultants who have provided an Email Management Policy Analysis?

- Yes (86.67%)
- No (13.33%)
- This requires a more detailed response: (0.00%)

41. How does your firm bill for providing an Email Management Policy Analysis? Please check all that apply.

- Hourly Consultant Rates (84.62%)
- Data Volume (7.69%)
- Flat Fee (53.85%)
- We use the following alternative billing methods: (7.69%)

42. Does your firm provide Social Media Policy Analysis?

- Yes (46.67%)
- No (40.00%)
- This requires a more detailed response: (13.34%)

43. Do you have consultants who have provided a Social Media Policy Analysis?
44. How does your firm bill for providing a Social Media Policy Analysis? Please check all that apply.

- Hourly Consultant Rates (81.82%)
- Data Volume (9.09%)
- Flat Fee (54.55%)
- We use the following alternative billing methods: (9.09%)

**Legal Holds, Cross-border Data Transfers, and Warehouse Agreements**

45. Does your firm provide Legal Hold Process and Ongoing Matter Review and Analysis? (73.33%)

46. Do you have consultants who have provided Legal Hold Process and Ongoing Matter Review and Analysis?

- Yes (93.33%)
- No (6.67%)
- This requires a more detailed response: (0.00%)

47. How does your firm bill for providing Legal Hold Process and Ongoing Matter Review and Analysis? Please check all that apply.

- Hourly Consultant Rates (85.71%)
- Data Volume (14.29%)
- Flat Fee (57.14%)
- We use the following alternative billing methods: (7.14%)

48. Does your firm provide Compliance Conflicts and Proposed Strategy for Cross-border Data Transfers? (26.67%)

49. Do you have consultants who have provided Compliance Conflicts and Proposed Strategy for Cross-border Data Transfers?

- Yes (60.00%)
50. How does your firm bill for providing Compliance Conflicts and Proposed Strategy for Cross-border Data Transfers? Please check all that apply.

- Hourly Consultant Rates (85.71%)
- Data Volume (0.00%)
- Flat Fee (28.57%)
- We use the following alternative billing methods: (14.29%)

51. Does your firm provide Warehouse Management Agreements? (6.67%)

52. Do you have consultants who have provided Warehouse Management Agreements?

- Yes (40.00%)
- No (60.00%)
- This requires a more detailed response: (0.00%)

53. How does your firm bill for providing Warehouse Management Agreements? Please check all that apply.

- Hourly Consultant Rates (50.00%)
- Data Volume (0.00%)
- Flat Fee (50.00%)
- We use the following alternative billing methods: (25.00%)

54. Does your firm provide Patent Portfolio Compilations? (6.67%)

55. Do you have consultants who have provided a Patent Portfolio Compilation?

- Yes (33.33%)
- No (66.67%)
- This requires a more detailed response: (0.00%)

56. How does your firm bill for providing Patent Portfolio Compilations? Please check all that apply.
57. Does your firm provide Insurance Policy Compilation? (0.00%)

58. Do you have consultants who have provided an Insurance Policy Compilation?

- Yes (33.33%)
- No (66.67%)
- This requires a more detailed response: (0.00%)

59. How does your firm bill for providing an Insurance Policy Compilation? Please check all that apply.

- Hourly Consultant Rates (66.67%)
- Data Volume (0.00%)
- Flat Fee (33.33%)
- We use the following alternative billing methods: (33.33%)

60. Does your firm provide Vendor Management Analysis? (40.00%)

61. Do you have consultants who have provided a Vendor Management Analysis?

- Yes (53.85%)
- No (38.46%)
- This requires a more detailed response: (7.69%)

62. How does your firm bill for providing a Vendor Management Analysis? Please check all that apply.

- Hourly Consultant Rates (87.50%)
- Data Volume (0.00%)
- Flat Fee (25.00%)
- We use the following alternative billing methods: (12.50%)

63. Does your firm assess clients for Information Security/Cyberbreach risk? (60.00%)
64. Do you have consultants who have assessed clients for Information Security/Cyberbreach risk?

- Yes (71.43%)
- No (21.43%)
- This requires a more detailed response: (7.14%)


- Hourly Consultant Rates (81.82%)
- Data Volume (0.00%)
- Flat Fee (45.45%)
- We use the following alternative billing methods: (9.09%)